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FUNCTIONAL CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREMS FOR
STRICTLY STATIONARY PROCESSES SATISFYINC

THE STRONG MIXING CONDITION

BY HIROSHI OODAIRA AND KEN-ICHI YOSHIHARA

1. Summary.

The object of this paper is to prove the functional central limit theorems for
strictly stationary processes satisfying the strong mixing condition under the same
assumptions in Ibragimov [3]. The results generalize those of Davydov [2].

2. Main results.

Let {ξn; n=0, ± 1 , ±2, •••} be a strictly stationary process with Eξj=0, satisfy-
ing the strong mixing (s. m.) condition, i.e.,

(1) sup \P(AB)-P(A)P(B)\=a(s)-*O (s->oo),

where Wb

a denotes the σ-algebra generated by {ξj;j=a, •••,&}. Write S w = f H \-ζn

and σ2=Eξl+2Σ7=iEξoζj. Let D=D[O,1] be the space of functions x on [0,1] that
are right-continuous and have left-hand limits, and let g) be the σ-field of Borel
sets for the Skorokhod topology (cf. [1]). When O θ < o o , we define random ele-
ments Xn(t) of D by

(2) Xn(t,ω)=-^r^Sίntl(ω), O^t^l; n=l,2, -

The following theorems imply that functional central limit theorems hold
under the same conditions of theorems 1.6 and 1.7 in [3] which assure the
validity of central limit theorems.

THEOREM 1. // ξ/s are bounded, i.e., | ^ |<C<oo with probability one and if

M
(3) Σ « M < o o and ain)^-^^,

then <72<oo. If σ>0 and if Xn is defined by (2), then the distribution of Xn con-
verges weakly to Wiener measure W on (D, <£j).
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THEOREM 2. // E\ξj\2+i <oo for some δ>0 and if

(4) Σ Wn)}δ/2+δ<oo,

then σ2<oo. If σ>0, then the distribution of Xn converges weakly to Wiener mea-
sure W on (D, 3)\

3. Proof of theorem 1.

The first half of theorem 1 is theorem 1.6 in [3]. To prove the latter half,
it suffices to show that the finite dimensional distributions of Xn converges weakly
to those of W and that the sequence {Xn} is tight. The convergence of the finite
dimensional distributions is easily obtained by the method in [1] or [2].

To prove tightness, it is enough to show (cf. [1]) that for any ε>0 there exist
a λyl and an integer n0 such that

(5) I

For any integer n (^2), put p=[n1/2 log~s/8n] and k = [n/p]. Since ξ/s are
bounded, so for all sufficiently large n

(6)

Given ε>0, choose λ (>1) so that

(7) P{\Si\>λσVJ}^-^r f o r

which is possible because of uniform integrability of {S2

nln} (cf. theorem 5.4, [1]).

If £; = {max^ \Si\<3λσV~n^\Sj\}, then

j=i
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+ Σ? W ΰ [Etp+Jn{\Sn-Sti+»p\^Jίσyfn}]
o I \j=i

Σ P(\Sa+2,P-Sip+
3 = 1

i=o \L;=i

As υΐ=1Etp+jζWLi£1)P and {|SB-SCi+2)3,|^^\A«}€3Jlri+»p, so we have, using (7),

1=0 \Lj=i

(9)

Furthermore

(10) lim ka(p)<Mlim
[n1/2log-*/8n]2\og[n1/2\og-B/8n]

Hence, combining (6) and (7), we have (5). Thus the proof is completed.

4. Proof of theorem 2.

The first half is theorem 1.7 in [3], We proceed as the proof of theorem 1.
Since the convergence of the finite dimensional distributions is easily proved (cf.
[2]), we need only to verify the tightness of {Xn}.

If /iv(a?)=5? for \x\^.N and =0 for |x|>7V, then the process {/^(fj)} satisfies
the s. m. condition (1) at least with the same function a(ή). Put N=n1/2σ+δ') and
dz

n=(llή)E[ΣU(fN(ξj)-EfN(ξj))]2. It is obvious that d\^σ2 («->oo). Let fN(x)
=#-/>(#). Then
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=P( niax
I

3 = 1

n )

(11) + P max

^r max

; = i

Since a(n) is monotone decreasing, it follows from (4) that a(ή)=o(n~^2+δ:>/δ). Thus
if we put p=[ni/2<1+»] and k=[n/p], then

(12)

(w->oo).

Now, for all sufficiently large λ

(13) Σ\fN(ξj)-EfN(ξj)\^

with probability one, and so

(14) =o

for all sufficiently large λ. Thus, applying the method of the proof of theorem 1
to this case, we obtain that for any ε>0 there exists a -Jo such that

(15) P (max
I

3 = 1 ) - 2λ*n ^

Next, we shall estimate P(Σj-i\fir(.ζj)-Efw(ζj)\^/lσVn). Using the inequality
in the corollary to lemma 2.1 in [2] and Minkowsky's inequality,

E\fN(ξo)-EfN(ξo)\ \fN(ξj)-EfN(ij)\

^E\fN(ξ0)-EfN(ξ0)\ E\fN(ξj)-EfN(ξj)\

(16)
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+ 48{£Ί/*(

for j=l, 2, - , «, where r i V=£Ί/Λr(fo) | 2 + δ . Therefore

(17)
n _ _ _ _

i O ^ C TP\ -f (?• \ Z71 -f (&. W I -f (f~ \ T71 -f f& \\
+ Z 2 J &\J NKSQ)— &f N(ξθ)\ \jN(ξj)— bj N\ξj)\

As Σ~=i{α(i)}a/(2+3)<°°> s o the last part of the above inequality tends to zero
when n->oo. Consequently, for all n sufficiently large

(18) (

From (15) and (18) we deduce that for any ε>0, there exist a λ and an n0 such that

(19)

which implies the tightness of {Xn}. Thus we have the theorem.

5. Randomly selected partial sums.

For each n, let vn be a positive integer-valued random variable defined on the
same probability space as the ζn. As in [1] define Yn by

(20) Yn(t, ω) = ^^-SίVn^tΊ(ω)=XVnUt, ω), ( O g ^ l ) .

THEOREM 3. Suppose that the hypotheses of theorem 1 (or 2) are satisfied
and that
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(21) ^ - ^ 0 ,

where 0 is a positive random variable and <2n->oo. If σ>0, then the distribution of
Yn converges weakly to the distribution of W.

Proof. The proof of theorem 17.2 in [1] can be carried over to this case in
exactly the same way.

6. Functions of processes satisfying the s. m. condition.

As in [3], let {ξy, j=0, ± 1 , ±2, •••} be strictly stationary and strong mixing.
Let / be a measurable mapping from the space of doubly infinite sequences
(•••, α_i, a0, tfi, •••) of real numbers into the real line. Define random variables

(22) Λ=/( ,fj-i,fj,fj+i, ),

where ξ3 occupies the O-th place in the argument of /. It is obvious that {fj} is
strictly stationary but need not be strong mixing. We shall obtain limit theorems
for {fj} under the analogous assumptions in [3].

Write Sn=/i + +/», σ2=EfΊ+2 Σ?-iEfofj. When 0 0 2 < o o , define Zn by

(23) Zn(t,ω)=-^r^Sίnti(ω),

THEOREM 4. Let the stationary process {ξj} satisfy the s. m. condition (1), let
the random variable f be measurable with respect to Uftuoo, and let the process {fj}
be obtained from {ξj} as described above. Suppose that the following conditions are
satisfied.

1. Ef=0 and | / | < C < o o with probability one,

2. ΣιiE\f-E{f\mjίk}\ψ/2<oo,

M
3. Σ #(&)<°° and a{k)^k

Then <72<oo. If σ>0 and Zn is defined by (23), then the distribution of Zn con-
verges weakly to Wiener measure W on (D, 2)).

Proof. The first part is a result in [3]. Since the convergence of finite
dimensional distributions can be proved by the method used in the proof of
theorem 21.1 in [1], it is enough to prove the tightness.

The proof is in the same line as that of theorem 21.1 in [1]. Let p=[n1/2 log~3/8^]
and k = [n/p]. Define Ui=E{Si-ίip\W--0*} and Vt=E{Sn-Si+2pWΐ+p}. In these defini-
tions we adopt the conventions that Si-2p=0 if i<2p and Sn—Si+2p=0 if i+2p>n.
If we put



Σ
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(24)

then for all k and i

(25)

(26)

and

(27) E\ Vι-{Sn-Si)\ΐ^

Since | / 0 | < C with probability one, so

(28)

for all sufficiently large n. Thus, for all i

265

(29)

and similarly for all i

(30)
G Ύl

Since {Sl/n} is uniformly integrable (cf. the proof of theorem 21.1, [1]), there is a
such that

(31)

for all k. By (29)

(32)

Let EJ = {mv3Lι<J\Ui\<5λσ\/~n^\Uj\}. As
respect to Wj+χ>, so using (30) and (31),

SJ and V3λ^v is measurable with
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P ( U1 [Ej c\{\Vj\^2λσ VΊΓ}])

( U [Eιp+j n {I Va+

V7 = l

Σ (

(33)

fc-2 / p

s Σ ^ u
t=0 \j = l

Accordingly, from (29), (30) and (33),

^P(\Sn\^λσ V n)+pΓu lEjΠ{\Sn-Uj\^4λσ V n}]

nΣ P(\Sn-Sj-Vj\^λσ

(34)
\j=l

and so from (32) and (34)

(35) (
\ isn I oλ \ n / λ σ

Since 4(3+^-1)J«
2(ί)/^V->0 and ka(p)->0 as w-^oo, we have
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(36) P(max |S*| ̂ 6λσ VT) S 4"

for all sufficiently large n. This completes the proof.

Using the methods of proofs of theorems 2 and 4, we have the following

THEOREM 5. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied:

1. Ef=0 and £ | / | 2 + δ < c o for some δ>0,

2.

3. Σ W
fc = l

Then (j2<oo. // σ>0, then the distribution of Zn, defined by (23), converges weakly
to Wiener measure W on (D, £)).

Proof, As before, it suffices to prove the tightness of {Zn}. Define gN(fo)=fo

(|/o|^ΛO, =0 (|/o|>ΛO, and gN(fo)=fo-gN(fo) Then

P max \Sj\^2λσVn
\ Jύn

^Pίmax

(37) + P max
j

1 = 1

^P max

gN(Λ)-EgN(ΛWσ V »).

Let i > - [ ^ / 2 c l + δ ) ] , A = [»/^] and N=n1/2<1+δ\ Define I f = £ t { M Λ ) i
and fj(f = QN{fj)-EgN{fj)-ξf. Then, for i > 2 s , f̂ s) is measurable with respect to
Wjts

s, and l ί s ) is measurable with respect to Wlίs. Hence

(38)



3ΛV 30U3H '(ocx-lt) 0<-s+

(Q \Z>/Q

αw/ίll

5 =

(Tf)

9M '(o^) puB (eε) '(88)

(Ol
7
)

2
' (68)

(β)f 1,31 * (?+g)/(?+r){(e+τ)/C?+s) I(ί)&\Ξ}> I(s)^I * Io?)f |#

J9Λ09J0]/\[

V3VHIHS0Λ IH0I-N3X QNV VίJIVQOO IHSOHIH 29Z
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(42)

λ V \E\gAfo)-EgN(fo)\2

+2 Σ E\ gN(fo) - EgN(fo) | | gN{fj) - EgN(fj) \
3=1

for all sufficiently large n. By the same argument as in the proof of theorem 4,

we have

(43) P max
\ .

ΣΣ (QN(Λ)-EgN(fι)m
1 = 1

for all sufficiently large n. Thus it follows from (37), (42) and (43) that

(44) p(max \Sj\^2λσ V

which implies the tightness of {Zn}. The proof is completed.
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